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Thallium doping into lead telluride has been demonstrated to increase the dimensionless
thermoelectric figure-of-merit �ZT� by enhancing Seebeck coefficient due to the creation of resonant
states close to Fermi level without affecting the thermal conductivity. However, the process is
tedious, energy consuming, and small in quantities since it involves melting, slow cooling for crystal
growth, long time annealing, post-crushing and hot pressing. Here we show that a similar ZT value
about 1.3 at 400 °C is achieved on bulk samples with grain sizes of 3–7 �m by ball milling a
mixture of elemental thallium, lead, and tellurium and then hot pressing the ball milled
nanopowders. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3452323�

Thermoelectrics �TEs�, as one of the most promising ap-
proaches for solid-state energy conversion between heat and
electricity, is becoming increasingly important within the last
decade as the availability and negative environmental impact
of fossil fuels draw increasing attention. Various TE materi-
als with a wide working temperature range �from 25 to
1000 °C� for different applications in cooling and power
generation have been extensively studied. The efficiency of
TE devices is determined by a dimensionless figure-of-merit
ZT= �S2� /��T, where S is the Seebeck coefficient, � the
electrical conductivity, � the thermal conductivity �sum of
the electronic part �e and the lattice part �L�, and T the ab-
solute temperature of the material.1

Lead telluride �PbTe� is one of the most studied and used
intermediate temperature TE materials with a ZT of about 1
at 380 °C,2 which is suitable for power generation applica-
tions such as waste heat recovery3 and potentially in solar
energy conversion.4 However, the toxicity of Pb is a big
concern, which slowed down the applications of such mate-
rials. Nevertheless, the interest in PbTe has significantly in-
creased due to the demonstration of a ZT higher than 1.5 by
creating nanosized inclusions in bulk crystalline materials
�lead antimony silver telluride� using the traditional crystal
growth technique, in which the improvement comes from
thermal conductivity reduction due to the increased phonon
scattering by the nanosized inclusions in the materials.5 The
formation of such inclusions is believed to be caused by
substituting some Pb with Ag and Sb.

Recently, a ZT of about 1.5 at around 500 °C was also
reported through improving the Seebeck coefficient6 via cre-
ating resonant states close to Fermi level by using a 2 at. %
thallium �Tl� to replace Pb �Tl0.02Pb0.98Te�. However, the
process is very tedious since it involves melting, slow cool-
ing for crystal growth, long time annealing, post-crushing,
and hot pressing for compacting the powders into dense bulk
samples. Such a slow process is not practical to large scale

production of multiple tons per year required by industrial
applications.

In the last few years, we have successfully demonstrated
that large quantities of bulk nanostructured TE materials can
be easily produced by ball milling and hot pressing either
ingots7 or elements,8–12 in a short time without involving the
tedious melting and slow cooling for crystal growth. It would
be very beneficial if such a simple process can be applied to
the Tl0.02Pb0.98Te system to create nanosized grains and
nanostructures so that thermal conductivity can be signifi-
cantly reduced, leading to further ZT enhancement. In this
paper, we report our study on using ball milling and hot
pressing technique to make dense bulk Tl0.02Pb0.98Te
samples and their TE properties.

Tl0.02Pb0.98Te nanopowders were prepared by ball mill-
ing Pb �99.999%, Alfa Aesar�, Te �99.99%, EZMetals Corp.,
Canada�, and Tl �99.999%, Alfa Aesar� in a ball mill jar with
balls made of stainless steel. After about 10–20 h ball mill-
ing, Tl0.02Pb0.98Te alloy powders were formed. These alloyed
powders were then loaded into a graphite die and compacted
into dense bulk disks of either 12.7 or 25.4 mm in diameter
through direct current induced hot press �dc hot press�. The
materials were handled in a glove box filled with argon gas
to minimize contaminations. After press, a sample density of
about 8.1–8.2 g /cm3 was obtained which is almost the same
as that of the bulk PbTe �8.16 g /cm3�. The hot-pressed bulk
samples were then measured by multiprobe transport system
�ULVAC-RIKO ZEM-3� for electrical conductivity and See-
beck coefficient and laser flash �Netzsch LFA457� for ther-
mal conductivity. Various samples were also measured using
the systems described in Ref. 6 yielding consistent results.
The microstructure of the as-prepared nanopowders and bulk
samples were characterized by x-ray diffraction �XRD,
Bruker-AXS, G8 GAADS� using Cu target �K� , �

=0.154 nm�, scanning electron microscope �SEM, JEOL-
6340F�, and transmission electron microscope �TEM, JEOL-
2010F�.a�Electronic mail: renzh@bc.edu, gchen2@mit.edu.
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Figure 1 shows the XRD spectra of the ball milled
Tl0.02Pb0.98Te nanopowders �Fig. 1�a�� and the hot-pressed
dense bulk samples �Fig. 1�b��. It confirmed that all the three
elements Tl, Pb, and Te were fully alloyed after ball milling
of about 10 to 20 h since all the peaks were indexed accord-
ing to those of the PbTe phase and no peaks belong to Tl or
Pb or Te. It is clear that all the peaks of the ball milled
powders were weak �Fig. 1�a�� but very sharp and intense
�Fig. 1�b�� for the hot-pressed dense bulk samples because of
the larger grain size. Also, another noticeable feature we can
see from the pattern comparison is the small peak shift in the
nanopowder to a higher angle, meaning a smaller lattice pa-
rameter. We attribute this to the stress built-up in the nanopo-
wder during ball milling.

The as-prepared nanopowders were dispersed with ultra-
sonics in methanol and then dried and fixed to carbon film on
copper grid. As shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� �enlargement of
the square box in Fig. 2�a��, bright field TEM micrographs of
the powders showed that the particles are around 20–50 nm
in size, although most of the powders aggregated or over-
lapped in the images. The selected area electron diffraction
�SAED� pattern �Fig. 2�c�� showed that most of the particles

were well crystallized/alloyed during ball milling, consistent
with the XRD spectra shown in Fig. 1�a�.

Figure 2�d� shows an SEM image of the freshly broken
surface of the hot-pressed sample, which clearly demon-
strates that most of the grain size is in the range of 3–7 �m,
much larger than the original particle size of less than 50 nm
right after ball milling �Fig. 2�b��, which indicates that the
crystal growth or coalescence of the nanoscaled PbTe grains
is fairly significant during hot pressing. The large grain size
is not what we intended to achieve. It is still a challenge to
prevent the grain growth in this material, which is being
studied in our group.

There have been extensive reports on microstructures on
PbTe systems5,13–17 by TEM. It was generally suggested that
there are lots of nanoscaled endotaxical precipitates or
nanoinclusions embedded in the matrix, which was believed
to be one of the reasons for the lower thermal conductivity
and enhanced ZT values. As shown in Fig. 2�e�, when the

specimen was projected along �01̄1� direction �the indexed
SAED pattern was shown as the inset�, the dark disks look
like nanoinclusions as reported. However, our recent TEM
observations showed that they are not precipitates or nanoin-
clusions but lattice-strain fields, originated from nanoscaled
Pb-depleted disks lying on �001� planes. High-resolution
TEM microphotograph in Fig. 2�f� clearly showed the va-
cancy disks, around 2–5 nm in diameter, indicated by the
white arrows, and the related strain fields on both sides of the
disks, when the specimen was oriented along the �001� zone
axis �see the fast Fourier transform �FFT� pattern as the inset
in Fig. 2�f��. The detailed analysis of these defect disks and
their strain fields will be reported in a separate paper.18

Figure 3 shows the TE properties19 in comparison with
results from the original report on Tl0.02Pb0.98Te �Ref. 6� and

FIG. 1. �Color online� XRD spectra for the ball milled nanopowders
Tl0.02Pb0.98Te �a� and the hot-pressed dense bulk samples Tl0.02Pb0.98Te �b�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Low �a� and high �b� magnification TEM images, and
SAED patterns �c� of the ball milled nanopowders Tl0.02Pb0.98Te; SEM im-

age �d�, TEM image taken with the incident electron beam along �01̄1� �e�
�indexed SAED pattern shown as the inset� and �001� direction �f� of the
hot-pressed dense bulk samples Tl0.02Pb0.98Te, the arrows point out the po-
sitions of the disks. �FFT pattern in the inset shows the �001� zone axis.�

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Electrical conductivity �, �b� Seebeck coefficient
S, �c� power factor, �d� thermal conductivity �, �e� lattice thermal conduc-
tivity �L, and �f� dimensionless figure-of-merit ZT dependence of tempera-
ture of the hot-pressed dense bulk samples Tl0.02Pb0.98Te �Ref. 19� and a
reference sample �Ref. 20� of Na doped p-type PbTe in comparison with the
reference data �Ref. 6�.
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a reference PbTe sample20 doped with Na. Our samples have
a slightly higher electrical conductivity �Fig. 3�a�� and a
slightly lower Seebeck coefficient �Fig. 3�b�� probably due to
a little bit higher carrier concentration caused by higher de-
fect density resulting from the ball milling process. The See-
beck coefficients of about 150 �V /K at 25 °C and
300 �V /K at 400 °C are much higher than those of the Na
doped PbTe sample, which confirms the benefit of adding Tl
to partially replace Pb in the PbTe system. As a result of the
enhanced Seebeck coefficient, we achieved a similar power
factor as reported in Ref. 6 �Fig. 3�c�� but higher than that of
Ref. 17 despite of the lower electrical conductivity. Interest-
ingly, our samples also showed a little bit lower thermal
conductivity �Fig. 3�d�� even though the grain size is large
�3–7 �m�, which leads to a similar ZT dependence of tem-
perature up to 400 °C with the reported values �Fig. 3�f��. It
is worth pointing out that we did not measure beyond
400 °C due to the sample softening problem we encoun-
tered. Such similar ZT results clearly demonstrate that ball
milling and hot pressing process is applicable to the Tl-
doped PbTe system. The highest ZT value of 1.3 was
achieved at about 400 °C.

The Lorenz number L was calculated21 from the original
formula based on the Boltzmann transport equation for elec-
trons

L = � kB

e
	2
 �s + 7/2�Fs+5/2���

�s + 3/2�Fs+1/2���
− � �s + 5/2�Fs+3/2���

�s + 3/2�Fs+1/2����2 , �1�

where Fn���=�0
��	n / �1+e	−���d	 is the Fermi integral and �

is the reduced Fermi energy. Since carrier concentrations are
unavailable, we, therefore, derived the reduced Fermi energy
from Seebeck coefficient at room temperature while the val-
ues at other temperatures could be calculated from the de-
fined formula �=EF /kBT. Then by using Wiedemann–Franz
law ��e=L�T�, we estimated the lattice thermal conductivity
�L by subtracting the electronic part �e and found that our
samples have a little bit lower lattice thermal conductivity in
comparison with the report.6 We believe that the higher de-
fect disks �coherent interfaces� and the lattice-strain fields18

may have played an important role on the stronger phonon
scattering, leading to the reduction in lattice thermal conduc-
tivity �Fig. 3�e��.5,22,23

Clearly the grain size in our dense bulk samples is not
less than 100 nm due to the significant grain growth during
hot pressing even though we planned to have the grains
smaller than 100 nm. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
that a much lower thermal conductivity would be achieved if
the grain size could be made less than 100 nm. How to
prevent the grain growth in PbTe system is apparently very
challenging. When an appropriate approach is found to
achieve grain size less than 100 nm in the future, we expect
to have thermal conductivity much lower than the current
values. So it is hopeful that a peak ZT value of above 2 at
about 400 °C is possible in Tl-doped PbTe system. However,
a bigger challenge is to make the materials mechanically
strong above 400 °C so that any potential applications can
be explored.

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated that the
simple ball milling and hot pressing technique is applicable
to the Tl0.02Pb0.98Te system to achieve ZT values about 1.3 at
400 °C even though the samples soften at above 400 °C.
Further improvement on ZT may be possible if the grain size
could be less than 100 nm and more work needs to be done
on enhancing the mechanical strength at above 400 °C.

The work on sample preparation and characterizations is
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
and Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Award No. DE-
FG02-08ER46516 �M.S.D., G.C., and Z.F.R.�, and some of
the transport measurements were performed at Caltech
funded by BSST, California �G.J.S.�.
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